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Of Little Faith
Only $6.99! Perfect Journal, Diary, Notebook - Amazing design and high quality
cover and paper. - Matte Cover. - Perfect size 6x9" - No Spiral - Use it as a journal,
note taking, composition notebook, makes a great gift!

A Protegee of Jack Hamlin's, and Other Stories
It isn’t just in recent arguments over the teaching of intelligent design or reciting
the pledge of allegiance that religion and education have butted heads: since their
beginnings nearly two centuries ago, public schools have been embroiled in heated
controversies over religion’s place in the education system of a pluralistic nation.
In this book, Benjamin Justice and Colin Macleod take up this rich and significant
history of conflict with renewed clarity and astonishing breadth. Moving from the
American Revolution to the present—from the common schools of the nineteenth
century to the charter schools of the twenty-first—they offer one of the most
comprehensive assessments of religion and education in America that has ever
been published. From Bible readings and school prayer to teaching evolution and
cultivating religious tolerance, Justice and Macleod consider the key issues and
colorful characters that have shaped the way American schools have attempted to
negotiate religious pluralism in a politically legitimate fashion. While schools and
educational policies have not always advanced tolerance and understanding,
Justice and Macleod point to the many efforts Americans have made to find a place
for religion in public schools that both acknowledges the importance of faith to so
many citizens and respects democratic ideals that insist upon a reasonable
separation of church and state. Finally, they apply the lessons of history and
political philosophy to an analysis of three critical areas of religious controversy in
public education today: student-led religious observances in extracurricular
activities, the tensions between freedom of expression and the need for inclusive
environments, and the shift from democratic control of schools to loosely regulated
charter and voucher programs. Altogether Justice and Macleod show how the
interpretation of educational history through the lens of contemporary democratic
theory offers both a richer understanding of past disputes and new ways of
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addressing contemporary challenges.

Keep the Faith
Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived, in his mind, an
uninspired life. His job is fixing rides at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd
birthday, a tragic accident kills him, as he tries to save a little girl from a falling
cart. He awakes in the afterlife, where he learns that heaven is not a destination.
It's a place where your life is explained to you by five people, some of whom you
knew, others who may have been strangers. One by one, from childhood to soldier
to old age, Eddie's five people revisit their connections to him on earth,
illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life, and revealing the haunting
secret behind the eternal question: "Why was I here?"

For One More Day International Edition
Mitch Albom’s #1 New York Times bestseller Have a Little Faith is now a Hallmark
Hall of Fame movie Jon Avnet (Fried Green Tomatoes, The Burning Bed) directs
Mitch Albom’s Have a Little Faith. Avnet says, “I think it’s essentially the story of a
person—Mitch Albom—who’s searching for something. It’s the story of one man’s
journey to faith, and how he’s guided on that journey by his encounters with two
men who on the surface are so very different. It’s a powerful story” The Have a
Little Faith Movie Tie-in Sampler includes photos from the set of the movie, select
chapters from the book, and an exclusive letter from Mitch to you, his fans! Praise
for the book “An absolute wonder—tender, transporting, and deeply moving.”
—Scott Turow, author of Presumed Innocent “Albom helps show the true definition
of ‘Church.’ It is not the building, it is the people and their faith.” —Bishop T.D.
Jakes, Chief Pastor, The Potter’s House “Everybody should read it.” —Hoda Kotb in
People, Best Book of 2009

Have A Little Faith And See How Far It Takes You.
Katie Bennett is new in town and just can't seem to make friends. But she does
have one very angelic best friend- Faith. The problem is, no one else can see her.
When Katie's mom and aunt suggest that she start the Precious Girls Club, Katie
needs a little bit of faith to believe in herself. Will she be able to convince the girls
at her school to attend? Maybe if she puts up bright posters, makes pretty
friendship bracelets or lets it slip (oops!) that she has her very own guardian
angel.Find out how Katie discovers that a little bit of faith can help her overcome
big challenges. Gift set includes a charm bracelet complete with Rainbow and PGC
logo charm and bonus Katie character charm.

A Little Bit of Faith
An extraordinary testimony of lives changed through kindness, courage, prayer,
and grace. Lesley's heart was broken at just twenty-two, by the hopelessness she
saw in the faces of little children struggling to survive extreme poverty in the
Philippines. She had volunteered from England as a nurse for six months, but
stayed on to care for the street people. Now, with her husband Peter (a Filipino
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pastor), she has devoted her life to serving the poor, venturing into dire situations
to rescue child prostitutes, criminals, addicts, and the homeless. This book tells
their stories, and through them the story of God's amazing ways as Lesley
established Life And More Abundant Ministries, a charity for the relief of poverty,
and LAMA House, a residential home for abandoned, neglected, or abused boys.
The book is filled with graphic accounts: a violent gangster made tender; a suicidal
addict snatched from the brink; a teenage daughter sold into prostitution; tragedy
on a colossal scale in the great earthquake that hit Luzon. There are many horror
stories, but again and again they are turned around for good.

Strawberry Shortcake: Free Comic Book Day Special
The Silver Lining
Faith Andrews is trying to make a major life decision. Things never had been easy
for her. First, she ends up in a relationship built in hell then she ends up falling for
her best friend. She never did make the right decision with men. Years before,
Faith had walked away hand in hand with a man she thought was her soul mate.
This time, life would change completely with the blink of an eye. It isn't until Faith
goes wandering around the Grand Ole Opry that she realizes what she needed all
along. Faith gets advice over and over from someone who calls herself Patsy.
When Faith asks more, she realizes she's talking to the country legend, Patsy Cline.
Patsy knows what to do - Never ever let go of a dream. Fight to make your dreams
come true. No matter what the situation, Patsy always knows just what to say.
Jamie Gilbert had been writing and singing music since his teenage years. When he
finally met Faith, he fell hard. He let her go once when she left to be with Evan.
There wasn't going to be a second time. He was putting a ring on her finger. Now
all he needed to do was convince her. Jason had warned Jamie more than once that
if he did Faith wrong, he'd be replaceable. When he saves Faith from a situation
that nobody expected, he starts to fall for her. The fact that she's married means
nothing. Love triumphs. Now he just has to convince Faith of that.

Keeping Faith
The First Phone Call from Heaven tells the story of a small town on Lake Michigan
that gets worldwide attention when its citizens start receiving phone calls from the
afterlife. Is it the greatest miracle ever or a massive hoax? Sully Harding, a griefstricken single father, is determined to find out. An allegory about the power of
belief—and a page-turner that will touch your soul—Albom's masterful storytelling
has never been so moving and unexpected. Readers of The Five People You Meet
in Heaven will recognize the warmth and emotion so redolent of Albom's writing,
and those who haven't yet enjoyed the power of his storytelling, will thrill at the
discovery of one of the best-loved writers of our time.

Have a Little Faith
Where's Stephanie? is about a grandmother's hope to be reunited with her
granddaughter, who was given up for adoption. When her granddaughter
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Stephanie was born, Anna Weber got to hold her before saying goodbye. Longing
to see her granddaughter again, she placed clues in unlikely places, including a
letter in Stephanie's Social Services file, hoping that one day, by some miracle,
Stephanie would follow the clues and find her. Based on actual events, this
inspirational novel follows Anna on a long journey about loss, separation, and the
power of redemption. Realizing others are facing similar situations, Livingston
provides readers with a list of adoption groups that can help in search for
surrendered family members.

Have a Little Faith
“A triumph. This novel’s haunting strength will hold the reader until the very end
and make Faith and her story impossible to forget.” —Richmond Times Dispatch
“Extraordinary.” —Orlando Sentinel From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author Jodi Picoult (Nineteen Minutes, Change of Heart, Handle with Care) comes
Keeping Faith: an “addictively readable” (Entertainment Weekly) novel that
“makes you wonder about God. And that is a rare moment, indeed, in modern
fiction” (USA Today).

Where's Stephanie?
O Me of Little Faith is a brutally honest, frequently hilarious look at the struggles of
a self-confessed spiritual weakling. Jason Boyett invites you to ask the hard
questions and remain hopeful as he examines how you doubt, why you doubt, and
what (if anything) should be done about it.

Spirit of Love
Life for me has been a constant battle of ups and downs. Yet, I am still able to call
myself blessed and highly favored .Through all the troubles I have faced one thing
has never changed. That is the fact that my savior Jesus Christ has never allowed
me to face them alone. In the mist of every storm, I have been able to focus on the
silver lining surrounding the black clouds that seem to follow me. At times I
hesitated to call on the father and until I did, I suffered the consequences of
believing I could control my own fate. I am proud to say with God on my side I have
proved to be a survivor and will continue to survive whatever this crazy world
throws at me. I have been put through many test and trials, some I aced, some I
failed, but from each one I learned as well as gained wisdom. I am able to share
my lessons through my poetry and if I can reach 1 person , maybe going through a
rough time or just needing some encouragement , I will feel like my gift hasn't
been wasted

With a Little Faith
Strawberry Shortcake returns to comics! It's a berry special re-introduction to
Strawberry Shortcake and all her pals and - maybe - a certain not-so-nice purple
someone as well?!

Ye of Little Faith
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Charles Haddon Spurgeon (1834-1892) earned the title, ''The Prince of Preachers''
by his untiring pulpit work which produced many thousands of sermons in his 40+
years of preaching. This fine collection of Spurgeon's sermons on faith has twelve
different sermons, variously displaying various kinds of faith. Sermon 1: Little
Faith. Some born-again Christians have little, or weak, faith. Spurgeon points out
first that it is a burden to have but little faith. Though Little-faith is quite sure of
Heaven, Yet he suffers from lack of assurance. Unlike normal faith, it does not grow
steadily from faith to faith. He quotes Bunyan as saying that one of little faith has a
host of fears. ''It has more lives than a cat, '' if you kill it over and over, it still lives.
He is always safe, but he seldom knows it. Sermon 2: Here the reader is instructed
in ''Seeing Jesus, '' by faith. Faith is the eye of the soul. It alone will be ''looking
unto Jesus.'' Seeing Jesus is a continuous thing with faith. It is not just a now and
then thing. It is current, not future. It never completely loses sight of the Savior as
long as it is exercised. He is everywhere, therefore we can see Him everywhere we
are, or where we go. Sermon 3: The difference between little faith and great faith
is not such a great gulf as that between little faith and no faith. At times Jesus
called the apostles ''Little faiths'' (Matt. 8:26; 16:8; Luke 12:28). Peter had faith to
walk on the water until he looked at the wind instead of Jesus. Faith is never in
danger as long as it has its eye on Jesus. Sermon 4: Faith is essential to please
God. (Heb. 11:6). No invention of men can please God without faith. If God is
pleased to give useverlasting life, it should be the object of our lives to please God.
To faith, His commands will be precious, and the faithful will always be obeying.
Sermon 5: There is a necessity of growing faith. The apostle was cheered that the
Thessalonians had faith that grew exceedingly (2 Thess. 1:4). If we know our faith
is growing, it is a subject for devout thanksgiving. Increased faith is of unspeakable
value. Let us diligently pursue it. Sermon 6: Faith is a shield (Eph. 6:16). All
Christians are born to be warriors, and faith is our shield to use against the world,
the flesh, and the devil. The more the faith, the more the attacks, and the shield of
faith receives many a blow. Christians should learn to wield the shield, and the
lessons are all in the Bible. Christ used Scripture to fight off Satan's attempts to
down him. Sermon 7: Increased faith increases peace. Sermon 8: Mature faith was
illustrated by Abraham's offering up of Isaac. First there was the trial. He must lose
the son of the promise by his own act. Abraham did not hesitate, he was quick to
obey. He was careful to take everything necessary to do the deed. Lastly, he
proceeded to very instant of putting the knife to the throat of his beloved son. Did
this not display mature faith indeed? Sermons 9, 10, 11, 12 are equally precious
and rewarding: Faith and Life; Faith's Dawn and Cloud; Faith and Its Privileges; and
lastly, the Nobleman's Faith.

The Gospel According to Matthew
God isn’t looking for heroes of faith. A thriving relationship with God is not built on
our perfect performance but on our trust in a gracious Savior. Hebrews 11 reveals
one superhero—Jesus. Our God delights in flawed followers who trust him in the
daily aspects of their lives. He designed spiritual growth to be an ongoing journey
of faith and delights in who you are becoming. By exploring the lives of the people
mentioned in Hebrews 11, Little Faith, Big God will inspire you to persevere in your
faith through the examples of biblical men and women who failed, got up again,
finished well, and were commended by God. With biblical principles to separate
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false hope from real faith, present-day stories to encourage you, and guiding
questions to invite personal reflection, application, and discussion, Little Faith, Big
God will equip you to trade your self-made superhero cape for a dynamic, gracefilled relationship with our big God.

Small Faith, Great God
Eighteen-year-old Faith takes us through the fast-paced life of a teenager in this
candid book. Having grown up without her biological mother, who died when Faith
was a young child, she learns to overcome her fears, form new relationships, and
eventually finds love. In the background is Faith's immediate circle of friends-a
group of youngsters-who are going through the adventures of falling in and out of
love, discovering their passions, and growing up with their fears and ambitions.

Have a Little Faith
During a scholarly career that extended from the late 1940s to the mid-1980s,
Cecelia Kenyon wrote a series of essays and reviews that reshaped thinking about
the American Revolution and its aftermath. Beginning with her influential essay
Men of Little Faith: The Anti-Federalists on the Nature of Representative
Government, Kenyon challenged prevailing interpretations of the Revolutionary era
by emphasizing the crucial role of ideology. In so doing, she helped spark a major
shift in early American historiography. By bringing Kenyon's key writings together
in a single volume, the editors have sought not only to reaffirm the importance of
her contributions to scholarship but also to reveal the subtlety and imagination of
her mind at work. Whether assessing the limitations of Charles Beard's An
Economic Interpretation of the Constitution, analyzing the enigma of Alexander
Hamilton (whom she memorably describes as the Rousseau of the Right), or
evaluating what was truly radical about America's revolution, Kenyon's insights
remain as fresh as they are shrewd. As the editors point out in their foreword to
the book, Kenyon had an extraordinary talent for opening up to scrutiny subjects
whose significance had previously been overlooked. Although her originality may
not have been fully appreciated at first, her writings had an undeniable impact on
subsequent work in her field. Eminent scholars such as Bernard Bailyn, Gordon S.
Wood, and John Pocock all drew on Kenyon's ideas in their own groundbreaking
studies of the Revolutionary era, and today the pivotal importance of her essays is
widely recognized by a new generation of historians.

Have a Little Faith in Me
You may be surprised and uncomfortable to learn that there is one thing that's
hurting your personal spiritual growth more than anything else: your unwillingness
to give more than you're giving right now. On average, Americans give away just
3% of their income to churches and charitable causes. Perhaps you pull back
because of fear that you won't have enough. Or you may feel resentful that you
are asked to give at all. Either way, the result is the same and the one suffering
most because of it is you. In You of Little Faith, pastor Ryan Thomas isn't afraid to
talk about the most taboo subject in the church--money. Drawing from a multitude
of biblical passages and contemporary examples, he will convince you that giving
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aggressively and extravagantly, beyond what you ever thought reasonable or
possible, will unlock God's blessing in your life and community and strengthen your
faith in a way that nothing else can.

Have a Little Faith
Get ready for boy dilemmas, friendship dramas and madcap grannies - Faith is
back!

Alcoholics Anonymous
What would you do if you saw your whole life mapped out for you when you were
only an adolescent? For some, like young Omega Corwin Sullivan, the future is ripe
with promise. He loves his wolf pack, his family, and this true mate, Malic,
unconditionally, and is excited about the future they’ll all share together. For
others, like Alpha Malic Campbell, however, the future looks like a prison cell. Malic
resents not only the looming responsibility of leading his pack and region, but also
having his mate predetermined for him by fate. In rebellion, he pushes every limit
and tests every boundary on his way from teen to man in a race against the
proverbial hands of time. Only to discover that the man he becomes, wants
something very different than the boy he once was. But will it be too late for Malic
to then win back the very shifter he worked so hard to push away – his mate and
his other half? As a young man, Corwin must now decide if he can recapture what
his younger self so naïvely believed in – a happily-ever-after for Malic and himself –
and more importantly, does he still want it? CONTENT WARNING: Explicit Sex

The Last Summer of the Death Warriors
When Pancho arrives at St. Anthony's Home, he knows his time there will be short.
If his plans succeed, he'll soon be arrested for the murder of his sister's killer. But
then he's assigned to help DQ, whose brain cancer has slowed neither his spirit nor
his mouth. DQ tells Pancho all about his "Death Warrior's Manifesto", which will
help him to live out his last days fully - ideally, he says, with the love of the
beautiful Marisol. As Pancho tracks down his sister's murderer, he finds himself
falling under the influence of DQ and Marisol, and beginning to understand that
there's more to life than revenge and more to death than sadness. "I love
Francisco's books. They make you bigger inside after reading them" Maggie
Stiefvater

Little Faith, Big God
Vincent Goss witnessed his wifes rape and his only childs torture and murder at the
hands of a madman. A once simple and devoted family man, Vincent becomes
obsessed with revenge . . . both on earth and after his death in hell. Vincent
ultimately finds divine retribution upon earth, but the price for vengeance in hell is
high and ones path is easily lost in an endless sea of surreal wretchedness. Guided
by those who befriend him on his vengeful odyssey, Vincent must sort out the
reality of both planes of existence. He must find the ultimate truth that will save
him, and he must do it quickly, before hell claims his soul forever.
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Have A Little Faith And See How Far It Takes You.
One woman's journey through life with faith and Faith (a two-legged dog) by her
side.

Have a Little Faith Movie Tie-in Sampler
"Saved!" meets To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before in this laugh-out-loud romantic
comedy that takes a meaningful look at consent and what it means to give it.
When CeCe’s born-again ex-boyfriend dumps her after they have sex, she follows
him to Jesus camp in order to win him back. Problem: She knows nothing about
Jesus. But her best friend Paul does. He accompanies CeCe to camp, and the
plan—God’s or CeCe’s—goes immediately awry when her ex shows up with a new
girlfriend, a True Believer at that. Scrambling to save face, CeCe ropes Paul into
faking a relationship. But as deceptions stack up, she questions whether her ex is
really the nice guy he seemed. And what about her strange new feelings for
Paul—is this love, lust, or an illusion born of heartbreak? To figure it out, she’ll have
to confront the reasons she chased her ex to camp in the first place, including the
truth about the night she lost her virginity.

The Five People You Meet in Heaven
"A Protegee of Jack Hamlin's, and Other Stories" by Bret Harte. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

JUST HAVE A LITTLE FAITH /there is a Plan to Make All of this
Right
A special 20th anniversary edition of the beloved international bestseller that
changed millions of lives Maybe it was a grandparent, or a teacher, or a colleague.
Someone older, patient and wise, who understood you when you were young and
searching, helped you see the world as a more profound place, gave you sound
advice to help you make your way through it. For Mitch Albom, that person was
Morrie Schwartz, his college professor from nearly twenty years ago. Maybe, like
Mitch, you lost track of this mentor as you made your way, and the insights faded,
and the world seemed colder. Wouldn't you like to see that person again, ask the
bigger questions that still haunt you, receive wisdom for your busy life today the
way you once did when you were younger? Mitch Albom had that second chance.
He reconnected with Morrie in the last months of the older man's life. Knowing he
was dying, Morrie visited with Mitch in his study every Tuesday, just as they used
to back in college. Their rekindled relationship turned into one final "class:" lessons
in how to live. Tuesdays with Morrie is a magical chronicle of their time together,
through which Mitch shares Morrie's lasting gift with the world.
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Have a Little Faith
A revised version of his 1978 book published by Kingsway, expounding Tom
Wright's view of 'Biblical Christianity.' Short chapters written in an accessible and
popular style explore key issues of belief and their practical outworking in daily life.
Anecdotes and reflections backed by Tom Wright's deep biblical knowledge are
presented in an easily digestible form. This reissue has been updated and also has
a new foreword by the author.

You of Little Faith
This is an exceptional notebook for you: Gift Notebook intelegent person Notebook
duck lover

The First Phone Call From Heaven
This is the story of Charley, a child of divorce who is always forced to choose
between his mother and his father. He grows into a man and starts a family of his
own. But one fateful weekend, he leaves his mother to secretly be with his
father--and she dies while he is gone. This haunts him for years. It unravels his own
young family. It leads him to depression and drunkenness. One night, he decides to
take his life. But somewhere between this world and the next, he encounters his
mother again, in their hometown, and gets to spend one last day with her--the day
he missed and always wished he'd had. He asks the questions many of us yearn to
ask, the questions we never ask while our parents are alive. By the end of this
magical day, Charley discovers how little he really knew about his mother, the
secret of how her love saved their family, and how deeply he wants the second
chance to save his own.

Have a Little Faith Prayer Journal
"Teenage angst and daily dramas rule in this warm and funny debut about 14-yearold Faith sure to appeal to fans of Louise Rennison." The Bookseller "Faith is a little
freaky, a little feisty and a lot funny. I defy you not to fall for her." Joanna Nadin,
bestselling author of the Rachel Rileyseries Year Ten has just begun and I'm
already in trouble. The way Miss Ramsbottom acts you'd think I'm always causing
explosions or giving teachers' radical haircuts (whereas it was just that one time).
And now she's separated me from my best friend, Megs, which means I have no
one to give me a piggy back or check for dangly bogies. At least the school is
trying to make amends by bussing in boys for our choir. So I can stare at Dreamy
Finn until he realises I'm the girl for him… except he's singing a duet with my
sworn enemy and her big head keeps blocking my view. Fortunately, I've got a
plan to solve both problems; as long as I'm careful with the squeezy cheese and
the underage driving everything should be just fine . . .

Mated: Have a Little Faith
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603
and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
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universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature
in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James
Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers'
passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the
language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature
and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.

Faith in All Its Splendor
What if our beliefs were not what divided us, but what pulled us together In Have a
Little Faith, Mitch Albom offers a beautifully written story of a remarkable eightyear journey between two worlds--two men, two faiths, two communities--that will
inspire readers everywhere. Albom's first nonfiction book since Tuesdays with
Morrie, Have a Little Faith begins with an unusual request: an eighty-two-year-old
rabbi from Albom's old hometown asks him to deliver his eulogy. Feeling unworthy,
Albom insists on understanding the man better, which throws him back into a
world of faith he'd left years ago. Meanwhile, closer to his current home, Albom
becomes involved with a Detroit pastor--a reformed drug dealer and convict--who
preaches to the poor and homeless in a decaying church with a hole in its roof.
Moving between their worlds, Christian and Jewish, African-American and white,
impoverished and well-to-do, Albom observes how these very different men
employ faith similarly in fighting for survival: the older, suburban rabbi embracing
it as death approaches; the younger, inner-city pastor relying on it to keep himself
and his church afloat. As America struggles with hard times and people turn more
to their beliefs, Albom and the two men of God explore issues that perplex modern
man: how to endure when difficult things happen; what heaven is; intermarriage;
forgiveness; doubting God; and the importance of faith in trying times. Although
the texts, prayers, and histories are different, Albom begins to recognize a striking
unity between the two worlds--and indeed, between beliefs everywhere. In the
end, as the rabbi nears death and a harsh winter threatens the pastor's wobbly
church, Albom sadly fulfills the rabbi's last request and writes the eulogy. And he
finally understands what both men had been teaching all along: the profound
comfort of believing in something bigger than yourself. Have a Little Faith is a book
about a life's purpose; about losing belief and finding it again; about the divine
spark inside us all. It is one man's journey, but it is everyone's story. Ten percent of
the profits from this book will go to charity, including The Hole In The Roof
Foundation, which helps refurbish places of worship that aid the homeless.

Me of Little Faith
What do we believe? And in God's name why? These are the thorny questions that
Lewis Black, the bitingly funny comedian, social critic, and bestselling author,
tackles in his new book, Me of Little Faith. And he's come up with some answers.
Or at least his answers. In more than two dozen essays that investigate everything
from the differences between how Christians and Jews celebrate their holidays, to
the politics of faith, to people's individual search for transcendence, Black explores
his unique odyssey through religion and belief. Growing up as a nonpracticing
Jewish kid near Washington, D.C., during the 1950s, Black survived Hebrew school
and a bar mitzvah (barely), went to college in the South during the tumultuous
1960s, and witnessed firsthand the unsettling parallels between religious rapture
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and drug-induced visions (even if none of his friends did). He explored the selfactualization movements of the 1970s (and the self-indulgence that they
produced), and since then has turned an increasingly skeptical eye toward the
politicians and televangelists who don the cloak of religiouos rectitude to mask
their own moral hypocrisy. What he learned along the way about the
inconsistencies and peculiarities of religion infuriated Black, and in Me of Little
Faith he gives full vent to his comedic rage. Black explores how the rules and
constraints of religion have affected his life and the lives of us all. Hilarious
experiences with rabbis, Mormons, gurus, psychics, and even the joy of a perfect
round of golf give Black the chance to expound upon what we believe and why—in
the language of a shock jock and with the heart of an iconoclast. "To put it as
simply as I can," Black writes, "this is a book about my relationship with religion,
where my—dare I say it?—spiritual journey has taken mewhat it's meant and not
meant to me, and why it makes me laugh." By the end of Me of Little Faith, you'll
be a convert.

All You Need is A Little Faith
Have A Little Faith Prayer Journal with Daily Scripture and Plenty Of Space to write
in Prayer Requests and Gratitude Entries. A 30 day Journal for any Month of the
Year. Adorable llustration of Katie Spayed the Westie decorates the cover.

Tuesdays with Morrie
Four inspirational stories include Signs of Light, in which a lonely woman befriends
a single mom; Faith Will Overcome, in which a woman learns to love herself;
Maybelline, in which a woman learns lessons about trust and priorities; and
Survival Instincts, in which a librarian helps a reporter find forgiveness. Original.
35,000 first printing.

O Me of Little Faith
Only $6.99! Perfect Journal, Diary, Notebook - Amazing design and high quality
cover and paper. - Matte Cover. - Perfect size 6x9" - No Spiral - Use it as a journal,
note taking, composition notebook, makes a great gift!

Leap of Faith
In this moving new novel from celebrated author Nickolas Butler, a Wisconsin
family grapples with the power and limitations of faith when one of their own falls
under the influence of a radical church Lyle Hovde is at the onset of his golden
years, living a mostly content life in rural Wisconsin with his wife, Peg, daughter,
Shiloh, and six-year old grandson, Isaac. After a troubled adolescence and
subsequent estrangement from her parents, Shiloh has finally come home. But
while Lyle is thrilled to have his whole family reunited, he’s also uneasy: in Shiloh’s
absence, she has become deeply involved with an extremist church, and the
devout pastor courting her is convinced Isaac has the spiritual ability to heal the
sick. While reckoning with his own faith—or lack thereof—Lyle soon finds himself
torn between his unease about the church and his desire to keep his daughter and
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grandson in his life. But when the church’s radical belief system threatens Isaac’s
safety, Lyle is forced to make a decision from which the family may not recover.
Set over the course of one year and beautifully evoking the change of seasons,
Little Faith is a powerful and deeply affecting intergenerational novel about family
and community, the ways in which belief is both formed and shaken, and the
lengths we go to protect our own.

Men of Little Faith
Get ready for boy dilemmas, friendship dramas and madcap grannies - Faith is
back! Will Faith make up her mind between the gorgeous Finn and the lovely Ethan
and manage to get herself a real-life boyfriend? Will Mrs Cox finally get off her case
and recognise Faith's true genius? Will Faith's family learn how to be normal, nonembarrassing people? Will Faith and her BFFs beat the world record for number of
biscuits eaten in a minute? All these questions and more will be answered in the
hilarious next installment of this brilliant new series from Candy Harper! Everyone
loves HAVE A LITTLE FAITH "Teenage angst and daily dramas rule in this warm and
funny debutsure to appeal to fans of Louise Rennison." The Bookseller "Faith is a
little freaky, a little feisty and a lot funny. I defy you not to fall for her." Joanna
Nadin, bestselling author of the Rachel Rileyseries "The funniest book I've read this
year, and the funniest since a new Georgia Nicolson book graced my shelves."
Wondrous Reads "OMG! How much did I love Faith!!! She is so awesome and the
whole book was an absolute joy to read…Perfect for fans of Louise Rennison, Sue
Limb and Karen Saunders!" I Want To Read That "Strong contender for funniest
book of the year so far" The Bookbag "A cracking read which made me chuckle
from start to finish" The Overflowing Library "A complete gem, and an absolutely
massive recommendation. Read it now! (But probably not on the bus or train, as
you're likely to end up laughing hysterically and get some strange looks!)" Ya Yeah
Yeah "It was brilliantly funny, so realistic and I just, I just fell in love with it
okayHave a Little Faith has swung into my favourites of 2013 and I'm already
counting down the days until book two." So Little Time For Books

Little Faith
Rog Phillips (1909 - 1965)Roger Phillips Graham (1909-1965) was an American
science fiction writer who most often wrote under the name Rog Phillips, but also
used other names. Although of his other pseudonyms only Craig Browning is
notable in the genre. He is most associated with Amazing Stories and is best
known for short fiction.
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